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Alcohol Matrix cell B1: Practitioners; Screening and brief intervention
S Seminal studies K Key studies R Reviews G Guidance MORE Search for more studies
S Confrontation provokes resistance (1993). In single‐session counselling of problem drinkers not seeking treatment, motivational interviewing's non‐confrontational style
reduced both resistance and drinking compared to a more typical challenging approach.
K Emergency patients respond to motivational style (2009). Brief motivational interviewing's impact on heavy drinkers depends on counsellor ability to embody the spirit
of the approach, not in tick‐box detail, but in broad‐brush and consistent application.
K Reflective listening key to provoking intention to change (2010). Based on a micro‐analysis of interactions between heavy‐drinking Swiss army conscripts and their brief
intervention alcohol counsellors.
R Doctors or nurses? (2011). Brief interventions still work if conducted by nurses or other primary care staff instead of doctors – not as well, but perhaps more patients
can be reached more cheaply.
R Barriers and facilitators to implementing screening and brief intervention for alcohol misuse (2011). UK‐focused review for Britain's National Institute for Health and
Clinical Excellence concentrating on the views of professionals and patients, and the implementation process.
R Strategies to implement alcohol screening and brief intervention in primary care (2011). Includes staff attributes.
MORE This search retrieves all relevant analyses.
For subtopics go to the subject search page.
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What is this cell about? As described more fully in the cell A1 bite, screening and brief interventions are usually seen as public health
measures, aiming to reduce alcohol‐related harm across a population of drinkers rather than focusing on dependent individuals seeking
treatment. Screening programmes aim to identify people at risk of or experiencing substance use problems who are not seeking help.
Many are not at the stage where treatment is appropriate or desired, so the typical response is brief counselling/advice – the 'brief
intervention'. This cell is however not about the content of the intervention (for which see cell A1), but whether its impact depends on
the interpersonal style and other features of the person doing the counselling – a much less commonly researched topic.
Where should I start? No better place than the seminal study led by William Miller, co‐originator of motivational interviewing, an
approach first tested as a brief intervention, and to this day the basis of Importantly this is a counselling style,
not an intervention programme, one some people are more adept at learning and implementing than others (for which see cell B4).
Rather than confronting directly, it nudges the drinker to themselves find reasons to cut back – an approach likely to be more acceptable
to people not seeking help.
The results of Miller's study turned the spotlight on how therapists actually behave, not how they are meant to behave according to the
intervention programme. Compared to a confrontational style typical of the day, motivational interviewing won out, but only marginally,
because in practice the differences (same therapists did both) were slight. When subsequent drinking was related to how therapists
actually behaved, the results were clear‐cut: the more they had the more the client drank a year later. What caused what,
was less clear. Probably more than any other, this study heightened the profile of the therapist's interpersonal style, seeming to confirm
that the style mandated by motivational interviewing was preferable, at least when the client was not seeking treatment.
Highlighted study A Swiss emergency department was the venue for one of the deepest and most painstaking analyses of what makes for
a successful brief intervention. It confirmed and extended the seminal study's (see above) finding that how the practitioner behaves is
critical. The focus was on five counsellors with similar qualifications and experience and uniform preparatory training who nevertheless
ended up at one extreme with patients who on average drank nine UK units less a week, at the other, 18 units more. What partly
accounted for this was how far the counsellor was actually able to deliver the intervention in a motivational style – not in minute or tick‐
box detail, but in a broad‐brush and consistent manner. Among these features were reflective listening, found in another study to be a
key skill in motivational brief interventions.
Issues to think about
Are you surprised that in such brief encounters the counsellor matters? Or would you expect sensitivity to be critical when someone
unexpectedly raises your drinking while you are seeking help for something else? Is the evidence for the impact of the counsellor as
strong for fully‐fledged treatment (compare this cell with cell B4)?
Do qualifications and training matter – or are some people naturally effective? Look back at the highlighted study above. Qualifications,
experience and training were equalised, yet still therapists varied widely in effectiveness. Look too at the second key study in cell C3. It
suggests that recruiting the 'right' clinicians who have not been trained in motivational interviewing would be better than choosing the
'wrong' ones who have been. And there is little evidence that doctors are more effective then nurses – but perhaps this is because studies
are so few?
Implementation is the weak link in screening and brief interventions; often they simply don't get done. To what extent is this due to the
reluctance and lack of confidence of the practitioners, or instead to the lack of management and organisational support/incentives dealt
with in cells C1 and D1? Both issues were addressed in this review for Britain's National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence.
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